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Abstract

Large pretrained models are increasingly crucial in
modern computer vision tasks. These models are typically
used in downstream tasks by end-to-end finetuning, which
is highly memory-intensive for tasks with high-resolution
data, e.g., video understanding, small object detection, and
point cloud analysis. In this paper, we propose Dynamic
Reversible Dual-Residual Networks, or Dr2Net, a novel
family of network architectures that acts as a surrogate net-
work to finetune a pretrained model with substantially re-
duced memory consumption. Dr2Net contains two types of
residual connections, one maintaining the residual struc-
ture in the pretrained models, and the other making the
network reversible. Due to its reversibility, intermediate
activations, which can be reconstructed from output, are
cleared from memory during training. We use two co-
efficients on either type of residual connections respec-
tively, and introduce a dynamic training strategy that seam-
lessly transitions the pretrained model to a reversible net-
work with much higher numerical precision. We evaluate
Dr2Net on various pretrained models and various tasks,
and show that it can reach comparable performance to con-
ventional finetuning but with significantly less memory us-
age. Code will be available at https://github.com/
coolbay/Dr2Net.

1. Introduction
Large pretrained models play an increasingly crucial role in
modern computer vision tasks. These large models, such as
ViTs [12] and Swin transformers [30, 31], are pretrained on
large-scale datasets [9, 47], by various means such as fully-
supervised learning [12, 30], self-supervised learning [14,
20, 36, 41] or vision-language pretraining [38]. They have
strong representational capacity due to the large model scale
and the data scale, and therefore become indispensable for
various downstream tasks [1, 4, 18, 37, 40, 43, 46].

Although these pretrained large models have shown

Figure 1. Comparison of different ways of finetuning from pre-
trained non-reversible models. (a) Conventional finetuning uses
the same non-reversible architecture in the downstream task, ini-
tialized with the pretrained parameters. It consumes high GPU
memory. (b) Previous reversible methods (e.g., [16, 33, 46]) can-
not finetune from pretrained non-reversible models on the down-
stream task due to architecture discrepancy. They show reduced
accuracy when training from scratch on the downstream. (c)
Our proposed Dr2Net can directly finetune from pretrained non-
reversible networks, significantly saving memory while preserving
accuracy. The top-right chart illustrates memory usage and accu-
racy for temporal action detection on ActivityNet-v1.3 [5] using
VSGN [44] and Video Swin [31].

good generality, they need to be end-to-end finetuned
on specific downstream tasks to reach an optimal perfor-
mance [4, 8, 27, 28, 37, 43, 46]. End-to-end finetuning
refers to training the backbone, which is initialized with
a pretrained model, simultaneously with the task-specific
network during finetuning. For example, it is a common
practice in image object detection that the backbone is ini-
tialized from a model pretrained on ImageNet classifica-
tion [9] and finetuned end-to-end on the object detection
datasets [43]. For the task of video temporal action local-
ization, recent research has shown performance boost of
using end-to-end finetuning compared to frozen-backbone
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finetuning [8, 27, 28, 46]. For self-supervised pretrained
models such as MAE [20], end-to-end finetuning is required
to reach even a decent performance for downstream tasks.

However, end-to-end finetuning is memory intensive,
especially for those large models on a task with high-
dimension or high-resolution data, as shown in Fig. 1 (a).
For example, in long-form video understanding tasks, e.g.,
temporal action localization [8, 27, 46], thousands of video
frames need to be processed at a time for long-term reason-
ing. Without dramatically downscaling the resolution, it is
even impossible to finetune a Video Swin - large model with
a video of 30 seconds in the largest GPU, i.e., A100 with 80
GB memory [46]. Therefore, reducing GPU memory con-
sumption is a vital problem in finetuning large models.

Recently, reversible networks have demonstrated their
efficacy in significantly reducing memory consumption dur-
ing training [16, 22, 24, 33, 46]. They can reconstruct
intermediate activations from network output, and there-
fore don’t need to store those activations in memory dur-
ing the forward process. However, existing reversible net-
works [16, 22, 24, 33] are not able to leverage pretrained
models, and have to be trained from scratch, which leads
to inferior performance as shown in Fig. 1 (b). While the
more recent work Re2TAL [46] proposed a rewiring strat-
egy enabling the reuse of pretrained model architectures
and parameters, it still requires pretraining the reversible
model before finetuning it on the downstream task to main-
tain performance. A major challenge in directly fine-tuning
reversible networks from pretrained models is the inherent
architectural disparity. The majority of existing pretrained
models are designed as non-reversible networks, making di-
rect transfer learning to the distinctly different architecture
of reversible networks in the downstream tasks challenging.

To reduce memory consumption without compromis-
ing performance when finetuning pretrained non-reversible
models on downstream tasks, in this paper, we propose
a family of network architectures, dubbed as Dynamic
Reversible Dual-Residual Networks or Dr2Net. Dr2Net
acts as a surrogate backbone network during finetuning, and
can be seamlessly initialized from pretrained non-reversible
models. Dr2Net is essentially a super network encompass-
ing both the pretrained non-reversible architecture and the
downstream reversible architecture. It employs two types
of residual connections: one preserves the residual struc-
ture of the pretrained non-reversible architecture, while the
other facilitates reversibility. By applying two distinct coef-
ficients to these residual connections, we can control the
network’s proximity to either architecture. During fine-
tuning, we dynamically update the coefficients such that
the network seamlessly transitions from the pretrained non-
reversible model to a reversible network of increased nu-
merical precision (referred to as a robust reversible net-
work). This design effectively bridges the architectural gap

between the two types of networks.
We summarize our contributions as follows.

• We propose a novel family of network architectures
dubbed as Dynamic Reversible Dual-Residual Networks
(Dr2Net) to finetune any pretrained model with substan-
tially reduced memory consumption.

• We introduce a dynamic finetuning strategy to seamlessly
transition any network to a robust reversible network,
achieving performance comparable to conventional fine-
tuning while conserving memory.

• We have shown the effectiveness of Dr2Net on various
pretrained models such as Swin [30] and ViT [12], and a
broad range of vision tasks such as temporal action de-
tection [42]. Dr2Net significantly reduces memory while
preserving accuracy.

2. Related Works
2.1. Large pretrained models

Large pretrained models [20, 31, 36, 41], due to their
large model scales and their large-scale training data, have
demonstrated impressive performance in various computer
vision tasks. Different pretraining mechanisms have been
explored in the literature. Fully-supervised classification,
e.g., image classification [12, 30] on ImageNet [9] and
video action classification [13, 31] on Kinetics [47], is a
common pretraining task when the data categories are avail-
able. When annotation is scarce, self-supervised learn-
ing, e.g, MAE [20], VideoMAE [41] and DINOv2 [36],
is an effective way to leverage large-scale unlabeled data.
These models can scale up more easily by utilizing the vast
amount of images and videos out there without human an-
notation. If paired language descriptions for the vision data
are available, vision-language pretraining can be utilized,
e.g., CLIP [38] and Frozen [3].

All these types of pretrained models can benefit down-
stream tasks through finetuning. It has been shown that fine-
tuning from large pretrained models achieves significantly
improved performance than training from scratch for vari-
ous downstream tasks [4, 37, 41, 43, 46]. However, the ma-
jority of existing pretrained models are non-reversible, and
consume a large amount of GPU memory when used for
downstream finetuning. In this paper, we propose a novel
family of reversible networks for downstream finetuning,
which can directly leverage these pretrained models.

2.2. Memory-efficient training

The computational demands, e.g. GPU memory, impede
deep neural network training. Various techniques have been
proposed to mitigate this issue. For instance, mixed preci-
sion training [34] reduces the numerical precision of certain
model layers while maintaining performance, thereby low-
ering memory usage. Another approach, activation check-
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pointing [7], stores only specific intermediate activations in
the forward pass and recomputes the others during back-
propagation. However, their memory costs scale linearly
or sublinearly with the number of network layers, posing
challenges for deeper networks. Besides these architecture-
agnostic approaches, efforts to design specific memory-
efficient networks have also been fruitful. An exemplary
case is the reversible network [16, 32], which requires stor-
ing only the final feature map during forward propaga-
tion. This storage requirement remains constant irrespec-
tive of network depth. In backpropagation, the reversible
network efficiently reconstructs intermediate feature maps
from deep to shallow layers, offering a more scalable solu-
tion than activation checkpointing. In this paper, we adopt
the idea of reversible networks for memory efficiency.

2.3. Reversible networks

Reversible networks originated from the idea of invertible
transformations in NICE [10, 11], which inspires subse-
quent architectures proposed for various purposes, for ex-
ample normalizing-flow based image generation [21, 23],
signal reconstruction [29, 35] and memory efficiency [16,
32, 46]. RevNet [16] adapts the NICE transformeation
for ResNets [19] and proposes a reversible backpropaga-
tion algorithm that significantly reduces the GPU training
memory cost. RevViT [32] further adapts the NICE trans-
formers to Vision Transformers [12] and achieves perfor-
mance parity across a variet of tasks. Re2TAL [46] proposes
a method to rewire a pretrained non-reversible backbone
into a reversible backbone. But their proposed method still
needs fine-tuning the reversible network on the pretraining
task using the pre-training dataset. However, quite often,
downstream practitioners do not have ready access to the
pre-training dataset or the pre-training implementation and
recipes. Further, it fails on finetuning from self-supervised
learned models, such as VideoMAE [41]. Reversible net-
works are an effective approach for conserving memory,
yet existing methods are not able to transfer the parame-
ters from a non-reversible network to a reversible network.
In this paper, we propose a new type of reversible networks,
which enable directly finetuning from parameters of pre-
trained non-reversible networks in the downstream tasks.

2.4. Memory-intensive tasks

Many computer vision tasks, which involve high-dimension
or high-resolution data, are highly memory intensive, such
as long-form video understanding, small object detection.
Long-form video understanding. Temporal action detec-
tion (TAD) [8, 25, 28, 39, 42, 45, 46] is a typical long-form
video understanding task. It requires reasoning among a
large number of video frames, and therefore uses a lot of
GPU memory. We cannot even feed a video of 30 seconds
into the largest GPU without significantly downscaling the

video resolution. To enable training with a long sequence
of video frames, most methods in the literature adopt the
feature-based mechanism, where they freeze the gigantic
pretrained backbone and only train the TAD-specific lay-
ers [25, 42, 44]. However, this inevitably sacrifices ac-
curacy. Some recent methods propose to do end-to-end
training by sampling a subset of the video snippets for pro-
cessing (e.g., TallFormer [8]) or for back-propagation (e.g.,
ETAD [27]). However, these snippet-sampling based meth-
ods require each video snippet to be independently encoded,
and cannot perform global temporal aggregation.
Object detection in large images. To accurately de-
tect small objects, state-of-the-art object detectors (e.g.,
DINO [43]) rely on a large-resolution input image, such as
1024× 1024, requiring massive GPU memory for training.
Consequently, limited model sizes or batch sizes can be uti-
lized, restricting the detection accuracy. Additionally, ob-
ject detection heavily relies on the pretrained image back-
bone, which is utilized to initialize the detection backbone
and then finetuned for the detection task. Studies show that
finetuning from models pretrained on larger image classifi-
cation datasets [20] or detection datasets [30, 43] can sig-
nificantly boost the detection performance.

In this work, we use our proposed Dr2Net to dramati-
cally reduce memory consumption of end-to-end finetuning
for these memory-intensive tasks. Using the saved memory,
higher input resolutions or larger models can be utilized to
reach higher performance.

3. Methodology

3.1. Problem formulation

Given a pretrained model, which is usually a non-reversible
neural network, e.g., Video Swin [31] trained on Kinet-
ics [47], we denote its architecture as Mn (Fig. 2 (a)), and
its parameters as θn. Our objective is to finetune the model
on a downstream task, such as video temporal action detec-
tion [8, 27, 46], in a memory-efficient manner. Typically,
conventional finetuning involves transferring both the archi-
tecture and the parameters from the pretrained model to the
downstream task, as illustrated in Fig. 1 (a). Concretely, the
same architecture Mn is directly utilized as the backbone
architecture in the downstream task, and it is initialized with
the parameter values θn during the finetuning process.

However, finetuning on a downstream task with high
data dimension or resolution is memory-intensive. To miti-
gate this, instead of using the same architecture Mn in the
downstream task, we propose to transform the pretraining
architecture Mn to a reversible one Mr as the downstream
backbone, and initalize its parameters with the same values
θn for finetuning. This approach raises two key questions:
(1) How do we transform the architecture to a reversible
one that can seamlessly reuse the parameter values θn? (2)
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Figure 2. Transforming a pretrained non-reversible network
architecture Mn into our proposed Dr2Net. (a) Mn: the pre-
trained non-reversible network with three blocks Fi, i = 1, 2, 3.
Considering that most contemporary networks have residual con-
nections, we illustrate the network with residual connections in the
figure (green arrows), though our method doesn’t restrict Mn to
be residual networks. (b) DrNet: a reversible network obtained by
adding a new group of residual connections (pink arrows) to Mn.
(c) Dr2Net: our proposed reversible network obtained by adding
coefficients α and β to the two groups of residual connections re-
spectively. Dr2Net is equivalent to Mn when α = 1 and β = 0.
Note that the blocks Fi can be of any architectures following [46],
and there can be any number of Fi blocks in each network.

How do we effectively finetune the reversible network in a
memory-efficient setting? Sec. 3.2 and Sec. 3.3 will address
these two questions respectively.

3.2. Dynamic Reversible Dual-Residual Networks

To transform a network into a reversible one, recently,
Re2TAL [46] proposed to rewire the residual connections of
a non-reversible network (Fig. 2 (a)) to obtain a reversible
architecture. During its rewiring process, though the basic
blocks Fi are maintained, the macro architecture has a sig-
nificant change. Consequently, the obtained reversible net-
work is mathematically a different function from the origi-
nal network , and cannot be directly finetuned from the pa-
rameters θn of the original network on the downstream task.

What if we can maintain the macro architecture during
the network transformation? Actually, initializing network
parameters from a different network has been studied in the
literature [3, 6]. In I3D [6] and Frozen [3], researchers at-
tempted to initialize video networks from parameters of pre-
trained image networks. They adopted a parameter initial-
ization mechanism that makes the video network equivalent
to the image network before finetuning by initializing the
extra parameters in the video network to certain values. In-
spired by these, we propose to transform the architecture
with minimum modification, and ensure equivalency be-
tween the pretrained network and the downstream network
at the beginning of finetuning.

To obtain a reversible downstream network, instead of
rewiring the residual connections in the original network,
we add new residual connections, as illustrated in Fig. 2 (b).
Note that since most contemporary networks have residual
connections, we illustrate the pretrained architecture Mn

as a residual network following [46], though our method
does not restricted Mn to residual networks. At each block
Fi, we add a new residual connection, the pink arrow in
Fig. 2 (b), that skips two blocks Fi and Fi+1. We repli-
cate the original input x0 as the input to the first new resid-
ual connection to form a second pathway. The obtained
network is a reversible Dual-Residual Network, DrNet for
short, whose reversibility will be detailed later in this sec-
tion and proved in the appendix. DrNet preserves the orig-
inal residual connections. However, it still has an architec-
tural discrepancy from the original network Mn due to the
newly introduced residual connections (pink arrows).

To enable initializing the reversible network to be the
equivalent of the pretrained Mn, we introduce two coef-
ficients on the two types of residual connections respec-
tively. We use α ∈ [0, 1] on the original residual connec-
tions (green), and β ∈ [0, 1] on our newly added residual
connections (pink). With these two coefficients, we actually
obtain a family of reversible networks with α and β set to
different values. These two coefficients can be dynamically
adjusted during finetuning (see Sec. 3.3), so we call the ob-
tained new architecture Dynamic Reversible Dual-Residual
Networks, Dr2Net for short, as illustrated in Fig. 2 (c).

We use Dr2Net for downstream finetuning with the pa-
rameters θn of the pretrained network Mn as initialization.
When initializing Dr2Net, we make α = 1 and β = 0,
such that it becomes exactly the same architecture as the
pretrained network Mn. In this way, we can seamlessly
initialize Dr2Net using the parameters θn of the pretrained
network Mn. When we make α = 1 and β = 1, Dr2Net
becomes DrNet above; when we make α = 0 and β = 1,
Dr2Net becomes an architecture as in Re2TAL [46].

We mathematically formulate the computation of the ith

module in Dr2Net as follows{
yi = β × xi−1

xi = Gi(xi−1) + yi−1,
(1)

where y0 = x0, and Gi(xi−1) = Fi(xi−1) + α × xi−1. If
the pretrained network Mn doesn’t have residual connec-
tions, α = 0. We can observe that this Dr2Net module is
reversible as long as β ̸= 0. Its reverse computation is for-
mulated as follows{

xi−1 = yi/β
yi−1 = xi − Gi(xi−1).

(2)

Recall that we need to make β = 0 to make Dr2Net equiv-
alent to the pretrained network Mn, which conflicts the
β ̸= 0 requirement here. We will discuss this in Sec. 3.3.
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Due to the reversibility of each module, all the intermediate
activations xi and yi can be reconstructed from the output,
and hence don’t need to be cached in memory [16, 33, 46].

3.3. Memory-efficient finetuning

To finetune our reversible network Dr2Net in a memory-
efficient manner, we clear intermediate activations from
memory during the forward process, and customize the back
propagation to reconstruct those activations from the output
using Eq. 2 following the implementations in [16, 33]. As
[16] pointed out, in reversible networks, though the activa-
tions can be exactly reconstructed when done in exact arith-
metic, numerical error may be accumulated during back
propagation due to floating point computation with limited
precision. If the numerical error is within a certain level,
it does not affect the performance; otherwise, training will
be impaired. In this subsection, we will discuss how to ef-
fectively finetune our Dr2Net in a memory-efficient manner
with minimum influence from the numerical error.

3.3.1 Vanilla finetuning

As described in Sec 3.2, we set α = 1 and β = 0 to make
Dr2Net equivalent to the pretrained network Mn at the be-
ginning of the finetuning. However, β can not be 0 because
it will be used in the denominator in the reverse process,
as shown in Eq. 2. To circumvent this constraint, we use a
small value for β instead. During our experiments, we find
that when β is too small, the numerical error will corrupt
the training. As a tradeoff between numerical precision and
the resemblance of Dr2Net and Mn, we make β = 0.1.

Can we keep using the same architecture of Dr2Net with
α = 1 and β = 0.1 throughout the finetuning process? To
answer this question, we need to know whether and how
the values of α and β will influence the numerical error of
Dr2Net finetuning. To this end, we carry out a study on
the relationship between the back propagation error and the
values of α and β. To train Dr2Net, besides the memory-
efficient training that clears intermediate activations and re-
constructs them during back propagation, we can also store
its intermediate activations in GPU memory and perform
common back propagation, which doesn’t save memory but
provides accurate gradient values not impacted by numer-
ical errors as a reference. We compare the gradient values
between the two ways of training with different α and β val-
ues. In Fig. 3, we plot the gradient error levels (i.e. magni-
tudes) of our Dr2Net with Video Swin-tiny [31] under FP32.

We can see that the error level is the lowest 10−12 when
α = 0 and β = 1 on the bottom-left corner; it is the highest
10−1 when both α and β are close to 1 at the same time on
the bottom-right corner. The error level in the middle area is
around 10−7, which is already acceptable. Our selection of
α = 1 and β = 0.1 on the top-right corner to initialize the

Figure 3. Gradient error levels with different α and β values.
The scales on the right colorbar represent 10−12 ∼ 10−2. When
α = 1 and β = 0.1 (top-right) at the beginning of finetuning,
the error level is 10−5. The errors are the smallest when α = 0
and β = 1 (bottom-left) and the largest when α = 1 and β = 1
(bottom-right). The error level in the middle area 10−7 is already
acceptable. The blue arrows represent an ideal evolution path of
the two coefficients over the finetuning process: progressively ap-
proaching the values that produce acceptable gradient errors.

architecture has an error level of 10−5, which is not detri-
mental to the training, but doesn’t give precise results. That
indicates that if we keep using these values, it is probably
very hard to reach the optimal solution due to the imprecise
gradients (see Tab. 5, 6, and 7 in Sec. 4.2). Therefore, we
need a dynamic finetuning mechanism to adjust the coeffi-
cient values to a low-error point during finetuning.

3.3.2 Dynamic finetuning

As mentioned above, we identify two key factors that im-
pact the effectiveness of Dr2Net finetuning: (1) the model’s
proximity to the pretrained network Mn, and (2) gradient
precision of the customized back-propagation. The former
needs a high α value and a low β value (the top-right corner
in Fig. 3), whereas the later needs a low α value and a high
β value (the bottom-left corner in Fig. 3). This presents an
apparent contradiction in the finetuning requirements.

Upon further examination, we find that the relative im-
portance of these factors changes over the course of fine-
tuning. Initially, Factor (1) is critical as Dr2Net begins fine-
tuning with the pretrained parameters θn. However, its sig-
nificance diminishes as the network adapts over successive
finetuning epochs. Conversely, Factor (2) becomes crucial
in the later stages when seeking a precise solution, though
it is less critical during the initial, more chaotic phases.

First, at the beginning of finetuning, λ → 0, α → 1,
i.e., the architecture needs to be as close as possible to the
original pretraining network F , to have a matched initial-
ization. But this becomes less important at later finetuning
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Table 1. Downstream tasks experimented in this paper. These tasks involve various pretraining methods, including fully-supervised
classification and self-supervised learning methods such as MAE [20]. They also use different backbones, e.g., Video Swin [31], ViT [12].

Data type Pretraining Backbone Downstream task Downstream method Downstream dataset

Video
Classification Video Swin - tiny [31] Temporal action detection VSGN [44] ActivityNet-v1.3 [5]
Classification Video Swin - tiny [31] Refer. video object segment. MTTR [4] A2D-Sentences [15]
VideoMAE [41] Video ViT - small [41] Action recognition VideoMAE [41] SthSth-v2 [17]

Point cloud MAE [20] ViT - small [12] Point cloud segmentation Pix4Point [37] S3DIS [2]
Image Classification Swin - tiny [30] Object detection DINO [43] MS-COCO [26]

stages when the network has already evolved over iterations
of training. Second, at later stages when the optimal solu-
tion is being sought, λ → 1, α → 0, i.e., the architecture
needs to be as close as possible to the reversible network, to
ensure precise back propagation. But this doesn’t matter as
much at early stages when the loss itself is high.

Based on these analyses, we propose a dynamic finetun-
ing mechanism for Dr2Net. At the beginning of finetuning,
we use α = 1, β = 0.1, and initialize Dr2Net with the pa-
rameters θn of the pretrained model Mn. Then during the
finetuning process, we progressively decrease the value of
α and increase the value of β until an acceptable gradient
error level is reached, a point we call an update end point,
e.g. 10−7 as shown in Fig. 3. After that, we use the fixed
α and β values for the rest of the training iterations. The
next question is how to schedule the decrease of α and the
increase of β to have the lowest impact to the accuracy.

Updating schedule: α first or β first? There are three
options of updating the values of α and β: (1) fully updat-
ing α before updating β, (2) fully updating β before up-
dating α, and (3) simultaneously updating α and β. Seen
from Fig. 3, the shortest path connecting the start point (the
top-right corner) and the update end point is along the di-
agonal signified by the blue arrows. This path reaches the
update end point, which has a desired gradient error level,
at earlier iterations than the paths in vertical or horizontal
directions. This diagonal path corresponds to the third op-
tion — simultaneously updating α and β. We will compare
the performance of the three options in Sec. 4.2.

Updating policy: what functions to compute the val-
ues of α and β? We consider α and β as functions of
training iterations, α being a monotonically non-increasing
function and β being a monotonically non-decreasing func-
tion. α always starts from 1 and β always from 0.1. They
end changing at the update end point, e.g. α = 0.3, β = 0.7
as illustrated in Fig. 3. During our experiments, we find
that simple linear functions are effective (see Sec. 4.2), and
therefore employ linear functions for all the tasks.

Updating frequency and end epoch. Under our updat-
ing policy, there are two hyper-parameters. The first one is
the updating frequency η, which means that the two coeffi-
cients are updated every η epochs / iterations. The second
one is the end epoch τ , which means that the two coeffi-

cients reach the update end point at the τ th epoch. We pro-
vide the comparison of different η values for the task of ac-
tion recognition with VideoMAE pretrained model [41] in
Sec. 4.2, and have the choices of the two hyper-parameters
for all tasks in the appendix.

4. Experiments
We conducted extensive experiments on various tasks to
show the effectiveness of our proposed Dr2Net, and sum-
marize them in Tab. 1. We target 5 different kinds of vision
tasks that require high-dimensional data such as videos, or
high-resolutional images such as point cloud. As listed in
the table, these tasks use different downstream datasets, and
adopt different backbones, including Swin [30], ViT [12],
Video Swin [31] and Video ViT [41], which have been pre-
trained in different ways, such as fully supervised classifi-
cation and self-supervised learning MAE [20]. We provide
the implementation details of these tasks in the appendix.

4.1. Effectiveness of Dr2Net

In Tab. 2 and Tab. 3, we show the effectiveness of our
Dr2Net in memory saving as well as in accuracy preserva-
tion, by comparing to conventional finetuning and other re-
versible methods on all the observed tasks listed in Tab. 1.
Conventional finetuning uses the same non-reversible net-
work as pretraining, and therefore consumes a large amount
of GPU memory with end-to-end finetuning (Row 2). If we
freeze the backbone and only train the downstream task-
specific layers (Row 1), memory usage is dramatically re-
duced, but at the same time accuracy is also significantly
impaired. Previous reversible models (e.g., [46]) cannot di-
rectly finetune from pretrained non-reversible model, and
have to train from scratch (Row 3). Re2TAL [46] supports
reusing the architecture of the pretrained model, and with it
we tried hard finetune by initializing the rewired reversible
model using the pretrained parameters (Row 4). We can see
that training the reversible model from scratch on the down-
stream tasks lead to obviously inferior performance. With
hard finetune, better performance is achieved, but there is
still a big gap from conventional end-to-end finetuning.

Seen from Tab. 2 and Tab. 3, our proposed Dr2Net (Row
5), saves 46.1%, 56.6%, and 79.5% memory for the three
video tasks respectively, and saves 30.6% and 44.4% mem-
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Table 2. Memory and accuracy comparison on different video understanding tasks. Conventional: conventional non-reversible
backbone; Reversible: previous reversible backbone [46]; Hard finetune: directly initializing the reversible backbone using pretrained
parameters. “mAP”: mean average precision, “Acc”: accuracy.

Downstream training
Temporal action detection [44] Refer. video object segmentation [4] Action recognition [41]
Avg. mAP Memory mAP Memory Top-5 acc Memory

Conventional Frozen backbone 34.4% 12.2GB 41.2% 9.1GB 29.9% 2.4GB
End-to-end 36.2% 44.7GB 44.1% 41.5GB 90.3% 29.3GB

Reversible [46] From scratch 28.3% 24.1GB / 18.0GB 56.8% 6.0GB
Hard finetune 35.4% 24.1GB 42.1% 18.0GB 78.9% 6.0GB

Dr2Net End-to-end 36.3% 24.1GB 42.9% 18.0GB 89.0% 6.0GB
∗ We reproduced the results of conventional end-to-end finetuning, using the official code of each method for fair comparison.

Table 3. Memory and accuracy comparison on point cloud
segmentation and object detection. Convent.: conventional
non-reversible backbone; Reversible: previous reversible back-
bone [46]; Hard finetune: directly initializing the reversible back-
bone using pretrained parameters. “mIoU”: mean intersection
over union, “mAP”: mean average precision. Note that frozen
backbone for conventional doesn’t save much memory for point
cloud segmentation since the downstream method Pix4Point [37]
has added parameters before the network backbone.

Downstream training Point cloud seg. [37] Object dect. [43]
mIoU Memory mAP Memory

Convent. Frozen backb. 62.0% 21.2GB 49.7% 26.9GB
End-to-end 69.6% 22.5GB 51.3% 54.0GB

Reversible From scratch 65.7% 15.6GB 38.7% 30.0GB
Hard finetune 62.5% 15.6GB 49.6% 30.0GB

Dr2Net End-to-end 68.1% 15.6GB 51.3% 30.0GB
∗ We reproduced the results of conventional end-to-end finetuning, using

the official code of each method for fair comparison.

Table 4. Training time comparison of Dr2Net to conventional
end-to-end finetuning. The numbers are training time per epoch.

Task TAD [44] RVOS [4] AR [41] PCS [37] OD [43]
Conventional 198 min 24 min 50 min 178 sec 206 min
Dr2Net 261 min 29 min 89 min 186 sec 216 min

ory for point cloud segmentation and object detection re-
spectively. Across these experiments, our Dr2Net reaches
comparable accuracy to the original network while signifi-
cantly reducing memory consumption when finetuning end-
to-end. In these experiments, we use the smallest network
variants for each type of backbone due to limited computa-
tional resources. Note that the memory saving will be more
significant with deeper networks since reversible networks
use constant memory regardless of network depths [33, 46].

Theoretically, the reversible training adds about 33%
more operations, as pointed out in RevNet [16], but the
actual latency can be smaller, varying among tasks. Ta-
ble 4 compares the training time of conventional end-to-end
training and Dr2Net for all the five tasks.

4.2. Ablation Study and Design Analysis

We perform the following ablation study and design analy-
sis on multiple tasks to validate our design choices.

Table 5. Ablation study of dynamic finetuning on temporal ac-
tion detection [46]. Vanilla finetuning uses fixed values of α = 1
and β = 0.1 throughout finetuning, our Dr2Net uses dynamic fine-
tuning, which updates the two coefficients dynamically.

Method 0.5 0.75 0.95 Avg. mAP
Vanilla finetune 52.25% 35.86% 10.01% 35.44%
Dynamic finetune (Dr2Net) 53.24% 36.97% 10.16% 36.27%

Dynamic finetuning ablation is shown in Tab. 5, Tab. 6,
and Tab. 7 for the tasks of temporal action detection [44],
action recognition [41], and point cloud segmentation [37],
respectively. Our Dr2Net uses dynamic finetuning that up-
dates the values of the two coefficients α and β during the
finetuning process, as described in Sec. 3.3. We compare it
to using vanilla finetuning, which uses fixed values of α = 1
and β = 0.1 throughout the finetuning process. From the ta-
bles, we can see that Dynamic finetuning leads to obviously
higher accuracy than vanilla finetuning for all the tasks.
The advantage of dynamic finetuning is significantly evi-
dent with the VideoMAE [41] pretrained model, as shown
in Tab. 6. Without dynamic finetuning, action recognition
using the VideoMAE pretrained model (Row 1 in Tab. 6) is
even worse than training from scratch (Row 3 in Tab. 2).

α and β updating schedules are compared in Tab. 8,
Tab. 9, and Tab. 10 for the tasks of action recognition [41],
object detection [43], and point cloud segmentation [37], re-
spectively. Our Dr2Net updates α and β simultaneously in-
stead of finishing updating one before updating the other, as
described in Sec. 3.3. We compare our simultaneous updat-
ing schedule to the following two schedules with the same
updating frequency: (1) update α first until it reaches the
updating end point, and then update β (Row 1); (2) update
β first until it reaches the updating end point, and then up-
date α (Row 2). Empirically, we find that the gradient er-
ror level of 10−7 (3) can preserve the accuracy very well,
therefore we consider the α and β values at this point as the
update end point. From the three tables, we can tell that our
simultaneous updating schedule gives higher performance
than the other schedules.

Updating frequency η is studied in Tab. 11 for the task
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Table 6. Ablation study of dynamic finetuning on action recog-
nition with VideoMAE pretrained model [41]. Vanilla finetun-
ing uses fixed values of α = 1 and β = 0.1 throughout the fine-
tuning, our Dr2Net uses dynamic finetuning, which updates the
two coefficients dynamically.

Method Top-1 Acc Top-5 Acc
Vanilla finetune 26.48% 53.08%
Dynamic finetune (Dr2Net) 64.57% 89.01%

Table 7. Ablation study of dynamic finetuning on point cloud
segmentation [37]. Vanilla finetuning uses fixed values of α = 1
and β = 0.1 throughout the finetuning, our Dr2Net uses dynamic
finetuning, which updates the two coefficients dynamically.

Method mIoU
Vanilla finetune 57.57%
Dynamic finetune (Dr2Net) 68.13%

Table 8. Comparison of α or β updating schedules on action
recognition with the VideoMAE pretrained model [41]. “Acc”
means accuracy. Simultaneously updating α and β leads to the
highest accuracy.

Schedule Top-1 Acc Top-5 Acc
α first, β second 60.51% 86.64%
β first, α second 58.40% 85.30%
α and β simultaneously (Dr2Net) 64.57% 89.01%

Table 9. Comparison of α or β updating schedules on object
detection [43]. Simultaneously updating α and β leads to the
highest accuracy.

Schedule mAP
α first, β second 50.2%
β first, α second 50.7%
α and β simultaneously (Dr2Net) 51.3%

Table 10. Comparison of α and β updating schedules on 3D
point cloud segmentation [37]. Simultaneously updating α and
β leads to the highest accuracy.

Schedule mIoU
α first, β second 66.40%
β first, α second 64.90%
α and β simultaneously (Dr2Net) 68.13%

of action recognition [41]. The two coefficients α and β
are updated every η iterations. A smaller value of η means
that they are updated more frequently and in a smaller step.
We can see from the table that the smaller η is, the higher
performance we will obtain.

Updating policies are compared in Tab. 12 for the task
of temporal action detection [44]. If we consider the values
of α and β to be functions of training iterations, we can use
different functions to represent different updating policies.
We compare the linear updating policy in our Dr2Net to the
exponential and logarithm policy in the table, and find that

Table 11. Comparison of different values of the updating fre-
quency η on action recognition with VideoMAE pretrained
model [41]. The two coefficients α and β are updated every η
iterations. Smaller η values means more frequent update, and it
shows higher accuracy than larger η values.

η 2 iter 5 iter 20 iter 50 iter 100 iter
Top-5 Acc (%) 89.01 88.75 88.61 88.49 88.08

Table 12. Comparison of different updating policies for α and
β. We consider the values of α and β as functions of training itera-
tions, and experiment with the following three functions as differ-
ent updating policies. We report mean average precision (mAP) at
tIoU thresholds 0.5, 0.75, and 0.95, and average mAP. The linear
function shows the highest accuracy.

Policy 0.5 0.75 0.95 Avg. mAP
Exponential 52.68% 35.93% 9.47% 35.46%
Logarithm 52.43% 36.49% 9.38% 35.69%
Linear (Dr2Net) 53.24% 36.97% 10.16% 36.27%

our linear policy leads to the best performance.

5. Conclusions
In this paper, we propose Dynamic Reversible Dual-
Residual Networks (Dr2Net), a novel approach for fine-
tuning pretrained models with significantly reduced mem-
ory usage. Dr2Net contains two types of residual con-
nections, one maintaining the residual structure in the pre-
trained models, and the other introducing reversibility to
enable clearing of intermediate activations from memory
during training. We adopt a dynamic finetuning strategy
that ensures a smooth transition from the non-reversible
pretrained network to the reversible network. Evaluation
across various tasks demonstrates that Dr2Net achieves per-
formance comparable to conventional finetuning methods
but with much lower memory requirements.

This work presents a practical solution for scenarios
where downstream tasks are hindered by excessive mem-
ory consumption or restricted memory capacity. This in-
cludes applications involving large models, tasks dealing
with high-resolution or high-dimensional data, and on-
device learning environments. It could open avenues for
future research in memory-efficient network architectures
within the field of computer vision, as well as extending
its implications to applications beyond computer vision, in-
cluding natural language processing and audio analysis.
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